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SPECIFICATION

BRAND KOSETON
MODEL NUMBER E10
COLOR Mini Pink
EAR PLACEMENT In Ear
FORM FACTOR In Ear
CONNECTIVITY TECHNOLOGY Wireless
SPECIAL FEATURES volume control, Voice assistant control, Android Phone Control, iOS Phone Control,
Microphone Feature
PRODUCT DIMENSIONS 98 x 0.98 x 0.83 inches
ITEM WEIGHT 198 ounces
BATTERIES 1 Lithium Ion batteries required.
STANDBY 30 HRS

WHAT’S IN THE BOX

E10 Wireless Earbuds
Charging Case
Ear Tips With 3 Size Options
USB-C Charging Cable



INTRODUCTION

In 2019, the KOSETON brand was created. Concentrate on creating, manufacturing, and selling smart hardware and
accessories. Wireless headsets, remote-control electronics, drones, portable power packs, wireless chargers, and
smart watches are the major items offered.

ONE-STEP AUTO PAIRING

After first pairing, earbuds auto pair with your phone while opening the case

SMART TOUCH CONTROL

Control music and calls with your finger tap



LONG TIME BATTERY LIFE TYPE-C FAST CHARGING

WARNING



1. Do not use a wall charger with more than 5V and 1A output.
2. Prohibit connection with laptops or desktops.
3. Do not use while swimming.
4. Use a dust-free cloth to clean the surface.

COMFORTABLE TO WEAR
Distinguish the LEFT and RIGHT earbuds, and put the arbuds slowly along the ear canal. Adjust to the most
comfortable angle to ensure that listening to music will not be fatigued.

CHARGE CORRECTLY
Put the earbuds flat in the charging case. Ensure that the metal charging contacts of the earbuds are fully aligned
with the charging case.

LONG-TIME IDLE BATTERY IS EXHAUSTED
Take out the two earbuds. Fully charge the charging case separately. Put the earbuds into the charging case after
fully charged.

NO SOUND FROM EARBUDS

1. Put the two earbuds in the charging case.
2. Take out the RIGHT earbuds separately. Press and hold for 6s to turn it off, and then put it in the charging case.
3. Take out the LEFT earbuds separately. Press and hold for 6s to turn it off, and then put it in the charging case.
4. Take out two earbuds at the same time and double-click. Prompt tones ” PAIRING ” and ” CONNECTED “, the

earbuds pairing and connection are completed.

FEATURES

SECURE ACTIVE FIT – E10 wireless earbuds can perfectly fits the ear contour to ensure pain-free during long
time of wearing. Smart support & decompression design brings more comforts. compact design makes E10
earbuds more suitable for sports and even women and kids can wear it easily without falling off.
CRYSTAL-CLEAR SOUND – Enjoy crystal sound effect with excellent accuracy & clarity. E10 Bluetooth
earbuds can bring perfect balance between strong bass and clear treble to display open and surging sound field
as well as subtle sound details, so as to control the sound more precisely and create real & rich sound.
NO AUDIO DROPOUTS & SUPER STABLE – With strong true wireless Bluetooth 5, E10 wireless earbuds can
provide super stable audio connection and high-quality voice even in complicated environments. Plus, E10
earbuds can achieve fast auto pairing and device connection when taking out from charging case.
SIMPLE TOUCH CONTROLS & BUTTON DECOMPRESSION – Built-in touch sensor can minimize the
pressure on ears when you touch buttons to comfortably activate all functions such as music control, volume,
call and voice assistant.
30 HOURS PLAYTIME + RAPID CHARGE – With up to 6 hours of listening time on a single charge, and a total
of up to 30 hours with the charging case, When you’re in a rush and need power fast, simply charge for 10
minutes and get up to 1 hour of playtime.
Compatible with iOS and Android
Lifetime warranty for KOSETON wireless earbuds.

Note: Products with electrical plugs are designed for use in the US. Outlets and voltage differ internationally and this
product may require an adapter or converter for use in your destination. Please check compatibility before
purchasing.

FAQs

How much battery life does a set of KOSETON E10 true wireless earbuds have?

The AirPods and Galaxy Buds Pro, two popular brands of wireless headphones, offer 5 to 6 hours of listening time on
a single charge. The half-day battery life is considered to be fairly good for the current market given the added
functionality and improved sound quality.

How do I know when the battery in my truly wireless KOSETON E10 earbuds is completely charged?

Carefully insert the matching magnetic ports of the charging case into the earphones until the earbuds turn red and



the charging case’s LED indicators turn blue. The LED indicators will turn off when the charge is finished. The
earphones often take an hour to fully charge from “flat.”

What are the goals of the KOSETON E10 true wireless earbuds?

True wireless earbuds have several drawbacks, not the least of which are their astronomical price and short battery
life, despite providing unmatched mobility and a distinctive listening experience.

Do the KOSETON E10 true wireless earphones overcharge?

No, you cannot overstuff wireless earbuds. The charging case will stop powering the earphones once they are fully
charged.

Can the KOSETON E10 truly wireless earbuds disrupt sleep?

It is more comfortable, though, with true wireless earphones. There are no cords on these, which ensure a secure fit
in the ear. Additionally, some versions come with active noise-cancelling to block out distractions.

Can my KOSETON E10 earbuds be charged over night?

A built-in auto-off mechanism for lithium batteries turns on when a full charge is reached to prevent overcharging.
Even when plugged in, the device won’t start charging again until the battery level falls below a specific threshold.

Should I keep my KOSETON E10 earbuds in their case while they’re charging?

Close the cover of the charging case after inserting the earbuds. The battery LED within the charging case indicates
whether the earbuds’ current battery is red, yellow, or green when the lid is open. The earphones need to be fully
charged for about two hours.

How long does it take to charge KOSETON E10 earphones?

The earphones need to be fully charged for about two hours. If the battery is low, it will last 10 to 20 minutes longer if
it is charged in the charging case.

How long does it take the wireless KOSETON E10 earbuds to charge?

The earphones may be fully recharged in around two hours. If the battery is low, charging it in the charging case for
10 to 20 minutes can extend its life by up to an hour.

How are the wireless KOSETON E10 earbuds cared for?

An incomplete charge is better to a whole charge. If you can, try to keep the level at 80% or less. There are no
overnight fees. Don’t allow the battery to become overheated. When your headphones are charging, try not to use
them. When not in use, make sure your headphones are off.

How are the genuine wireless KOSETON E10 earbuds stored?

To keep the earbuds safe and secure, always keep them in the charging case. Keep moisture away from the
charging case with care.

The KOSETON E10 earphones are charging, but can I still use them?

Utilizing the USB charging cable, you can use your headset while it is charging. If a connection, such as an audio or
charging cable, is made to the headset’s USB port, there may be a little rise in temperature.

Can the KOSETON E10 wireless earphones be left charging?

Never leave your charging case or earbuds plugged in all the time. Cut the cable once they are fully charged. Check
the manual for any specific storage instructions if you plan to store your headphones for a week or longer.

Can I charge my phone with my KOSETON E10 earbuds?

Yes. Utilizing the USB charging cable, you can use your headset while it is charging. If a connection, such as an
audio or charging cable, is made to the headset’s USB port, there may be a little rise in temperature.



How often should I recharge my wireless KOSETON E10 earbuds?

It must be recharged in the charging case five hours before usage. A good charging case can hold eight charges,
giving you up to 40 hours of playback time before you need to recharge it. Explore True Wireless Bluetooth
Headphone Battery Life in more detail!
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